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On behalf of the RAMC REUNITED Committee I would like to take this
opportunity to wish you and your families a very Happy Christmas and a
Prosperous 2018 and Lang may yer lum reek.

The Royal Army Medical Corps
(A Dedication)
The Corps is a precious thing,
a many sided diamond ring.
Each man may a shining facet be,
but its brilliance lies in unity.
Yours is the Corps, heart and mind.
Multiplied by thousands of your kind.
They have made it; to you they gave it,
You are the heir and you inherit.
A heritage of selfless merit,
Invisible, it lives o men,
And in their death relives again.
It is spirit form and flesh and blood,
a blend of youth and age and history.
A conundrum and a mystery
It is more than men and guns,
“Legends” have passed the torch of sons.

It is a flag, a motto and a creed,
a tune, a badge, a valiant deed.
A “Battle Honours Day” when we recall,
the sacrifice and glory of it all.
It is a code of conduct and a guide,
based on loyalty and pride.
It is a unifying element to bind,
all the best that’s in mankind.
Even the ultimate in sacrifice,
a “greater love” beyond all price.
A trail of footsteps to be followed,
customers old, revered and hallowed.
It is even drill and church parade.
Squads on the square and friends you made.
And it is a positive identity,
that makes a man a nonentity.
Adds a rank and number to his aim,
no target then outside his aim.
It is names evocative of faces,
comrades’ graves in foreign places.
Those of whom you shared a “fag”,
who saved you sanity “in the bag”.
Graves: in serried rows they stand,
or unmarked lie in an alien land.
So, whoever in life you may later be,
you have met the “cream of society”.
It is autonomous: on its own,
but gives allegiance to a crown.
Your Corps is all these things and more.
What else could add up such a score?
By
Edward Body

MERRY CHRISTMAS TO OUR OLDEST WWII VETERAN PTE
WILLIAM WEBB RAMC (1940-1946)
I have extracted the following from the RAMC Association Central Group on
Facebook which is an account of Andy Game’s latest visit to the RAMC oldest
surviving WWII Veteran William Webb.
“Evening everyone, I’m just back from a long day visiting William who unfortunately
was rushed into hospital a couple of days ago.
After scaring me half to death, I was so happy to see that he is picking up and was
his cheerful smiling self today and as ever has been charming all the hospital staff
with his character and stories!

As you all know William will be 107 next June, and is thoroughly looking forward to
his 4th letter from Her Majesty. Talking with William today it was amazing to learn
that William has lived through 4 Reigning Monarchs!
Born in 1911 William just missed the reign of King Edward VII, but has seen King
George V, King Edward VIII, King George VI and Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II sit
on the throne. An amazing feat and he follows the Royals loyally.

I also learnt from William today that in January 1969 he was stood on the rooftop of
the fashion house he was working in (he nursed at weekends in Hackney Hospital),
a couple of rooftops away from the Beatles playing their impromptu final public
performance, which lasted 42mins before the police stopped it. A lunch break
William will never forget!!
Christmas is nearly with us and so if anyone would like to send William a card you
are most welcome to do so via my address below:
25000403 Capt Game
Training Officer
22 Field Hospital
Keogh Barracks
Ash Vale
Surrey
GU12 5RQ
England
I get asked if there is anything William needs, he was absolutely delighted at the prepaid food cards he was given earlier in the year, as these helped his careers get his
food shopping without using his small pension. So if anyone would like to get him
something (and there is no requirement to, the cards he has had are always a delight
to him), then a pre-paid Asda shopping card would be the way to go.
Merry Christmas

SOLDIER MAGAZINE NOVEMBER EDITION
The November edition of the Soldier magazine can be assessed by going to the
following link;
http://viewer.zmags.com/publication/1359a1ac#/1359a1ac/1

VIDEO ON HELENE Le SCELLEUR
Hélène Le Scelleur was discharged after 26 years in the military because of her
PTSD diagnosis. She enlisted at the age of 17 into the Medical Services and rose to
become second-in-command with Health Services Support Company at Kandahar
Airfield.
The video which relates to Hélène’s feelings about her PTSD and the way in which
she has been treated by the Canadian Armed Forces can be viewed at
https://www.facebook.com/theglobeandmail/videos/10154658309598904/
There is a post connected to the video which was submitted by Marci Moroz - the
second comment - and the replies are of interest. I sincerely hope that our serving
soldiers and Veterans are looked after by our Armed Forces.

DO YOU RECEIVE AN ARMED FORCES PENSION?
Veterans UK have seen an increase in member’s calls to the Armed
Forces Pension Payment provider (Equiniti Paymaster) querying
individual tax codes. Where members are in employment and in receipt
of a pension HMRC may have incorrectly based the tax code on an
individual’s pension rather than their main salary. Go to the following
link for further information;
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/do-you-receive-an-armed-forcespension

Veterans’ Gateway formally launches to the public on 20 June 2017 and is the first
point of contact for veterans seeking support.
There is a huge network of organisations supporting the armed forces community, so
finding the right one for your needs can be tricky.
Veterans’ Gateway will make it quick and easy by being your first point of contact for
whatever support you need, whether you are based in the UK or abroad.
Many of the team are veterans themselves so they understand the issues that
people face after leaving the armed forces and they will work with people on a oneto-one basis, connecting them with the right support as soon as possible.
You can find out further information and contact the team via their website
www.veteransgateway.org.uk

FORCES PENSION SOCIETY
The Forces Pension Society is your independent not-for-profit pension watchdog,
fighting for the interests of the Armed Forces and their families.

With four pension schemes now in operation, Armed Forces Pensions have never
been more complex. The Society helps its Members through the pension maze and
campaign against injustices in the system as they did when winning the right of all
widows to retain their pension on remarriage. They also sit on the MoD Pensions
Board and on the Public Sector Pensioners Council representing their Members’
interests.
These are just a few of the unsolicited responses we receive from Members who
have accessed our acknowledged experts in our Pension Advisory Service led by Lt
Cdr David Marsh.
Why not visit the following link https://forcespensionsociety.org/ and join the society.
NEWS TOPICAL PENSION ISSUES
Earlier this year the Society spotted a significant miscalculation in the pensions paid
to recently retired WO1s and equivalent, and to some other ranks. Many veterans
are receiving too little pension, but this is now being remedied. Here is the story… go
to https://forcespensionsociety.org/news/representative-rates-of-pay-pensions-weretoo-low-back-payments-will-now-be-paid/

EDITOR’S CORNER - ACPUNCTURE (CONTINUED)
Acupuncture and Pregnancy
New mothers want the very best for their babies, and this care starts long before the
baby is born. Expectant mothers are very careful about nutrition and exercise, and a
number of them have started taking regular acupuncture treatments. Treatments are
normally scheduled once a month for about forty-five minutes. In the ninth month
there is a good deal of preparation for the coming of the baby and preparing the
mother for labor, and the treatments are scheduled weekly. The treatments during
pregnancy keep the mother in the best health possible, and help quickly disperse
any toxins the mother may develop during pregnancy. This keeps the environment
in the womb balanced, so that the baby can grow and flourish without complications.
One of the advantages of having acupuncture treatments during pregnancy is the
reduction in morning sickness. Studies have shown that women using acupuncture
have shorter periods of morning sickness, and they occur less frequently. One of
the more common troubles in the second trimester is heartburn, and acupuncture
can minimize that symptom also. Even some of the more serious symptoms such as
edema and high blood pressure can be treated with acupuncture, but it is important
that a physician is also involved in these determinations, as these could be
symptoms of major complications. The last trimester has the usual symptoms of
backache and joint pain, as the joints loosen in preparation for labour. Acupuncture
will address these, and also influence the energy in the mother's body to align the
baby properly for delivery.

Acupuncture can also be used in labour, and can also be used to induce labour for
women that are overdue. When a mother uses acupuncture to induce labour,
frequently there is a distinct feeling of warmth and relaxation. One reason for this is
that acupuncture techniques are also able to release stress and anxious feelings,
which is a great benefit to the woman facing labour. Compare this feeling to the
feeling when a woman is given an injection of oxytocin to start labour. Acupuncture
can also be used to increase the energy of the mother during labour.
Once the labour has finished, an acupuncture practitioner's job is not done.
Sometimes women bleed after delivery, and insertion of a needle into the proper
acupuncture point can stop the blood flow. Several acupuncture treatments over the
course of several weeks after delivery can minimize depression, anxiety, and help
the body regain its balance more quickly.
More midwives are getting training in acupuncture techniques. Most states have a
certification program for acupuncturists, and women considering using acupuncture
during their pregnancy should look for this certificate. There is also a certification
program nationally for the use of herbs, which is an optional method of treatment in
addition to the acupuncture. Many times they go hand in hand, but neither one
require the other in order to be effective. Acupuncture is a wonderful tool for the
expectant mother, and a well-trained and certified acupuncturist and midwife is a
wonderful start for both mother and baby.
Acupuncture and Western Medicine
Nearly all of us have grown up with the same kind of medical treatments, and go to
the doctor when we have a sore throat or a sore foot. American doctors, and in
general, western medicine, have always been interested in the structure of the body,
and how each individual organ structure should look when it is healthy. The tools
western medicine have developed have been to see these structures better: the
microscope, MRIs, and the x-ray camera. In contrast, Chinese medicine, the basis
for acupuncture, has been interested in how natural forces, functioning both
externally and internally, have affected people. Chinese medicine developed an
understanding about how the circulation of blood and energy (called Qi) affect the
state of health, and how seasons, emotions, and weather may disturb these flows.
The result of this is that western medicine has developed a remarkable array of
solutions based on anatomy, whereas the science behind acupuncture has
developed many applications of a few basic principles based on physiology.
This study of health also is reflected in the analysis of body chemistry. Western
medicine is again interested in the structure of many different fluids, and can tell you
what the normal range for sodium ions is, or what shape red blood cells should and
should not be. Chinese medicine and acupuncture focuses on Qi energy, the
circulation of Qi, polarities (such as Yin and Yang), climatic conditions, and the
connection between physical substances and energy. Chinese medicine considers
fluids and tissues important, but mainly for their reactions to the more fundamental
processes.

Western medicine also differs in a view of acceptable treatment. This can be seen
by looking at how a viral infection is treated, where the main problem is the virus.
Once the virus is rendered harmless, the patient is viewed as cured. In some special
cases, such as transplant patients or HIV positive patients, there is considerable
effort taken to address the immune system as well. The philosophy behind
acupuncture considers that the most likely reason that the virus was able to flourish
in the patient is due to an imbalance in the patient's physical or emotional state, their
personal habits, and possibly the climate. The virus is addressed, but the entire
wellbeing of the patient is much more important.
Another difference is in the way that Chinese medicine views emotional and mental
problems. These have traditionally always been a part of any acupuncture diagnosis
and treatment. An emotional imbalance may be a cause for a physical ailment,
however, this is not looked upon as a "psychosomatic disorder" and dismissed. This
emotional imbalance can also be treated with acupuncture, in order to restore the
correct flow of energy, and hence the physical ailment and emotional ailment will
both be addressed and treated. Western medicine has only started to treat mental
illness as a component of physical health in the last thirty years, and again, by
relying on such things as blood analysis.
Chinese medicine, acupuncture, and western medicine have all made great
contributions to the healing arts. They come from two distinctly different viewpoints
and methods of practice. Hopefully this discussion has given some insight into the
differences between the two, and a starting point for thought the next time a health
problem needs to be addressed.
Acupuncture and Women's Problems
Many of us know about how acupuncture can relieve stress, deaden pain, and be
used for other emotional or mental purposes. It is also very useful for a number of
problems that women face, from menstrual problems up to the problem of infertility.
We will look at a couple of examples to show that acupuncture can be an asset in
each case. Of course, you will want to consult your individual acupuncture
professional to determine the specific treatment for an individual case.
The first case is a lady with painful and irregular menstrual periods. She gets
depressed and irritable, and when she gets angry the pain increases. The first thing
to notice about this case is the connection between the cause, menstruation, and the
symptoms, which are both physical (pain), mental (irritability), and emotional (anger).
The acupuncture practitioner is interested in all of these, and symptoms of whatever
kind should be reported. Notice also the connection that she sees between
increased pain when she is angry, which is also important. A simple analysis of this
pinpoints anger and irritability as a log jam of energy in some location in the body.
The irregular occasion of the periods suggests the liver. A series of acupuncture
visits cleared up the pain and emotional connections to her periods.

A second case is a lady who is going through "the change", and having a hard time
with hot flashes and lower back pain. Her acupuncture practitioner talked about the
energy around the kidney organ, and that, as we age, there is less kidney energy,
and menstruation ceases. The kidney energy has two aspects, Yin and Yang, and
hot flashes indicate too much Yang, and the pain in her lower back confirms the
Kidney, as that is where it is located. Another common symptom of this, though not
in this case, is the symptom of "ringing in the ears". An acupuncture regime for the
kidney is prescribed to rebalance the energy and eliminate the symptoms.

The next case is a thirty-six year old woman who cannot conceive. She has already
gone through standard western testing, and all hormone levels are acceptable, but
nothing has occurred. She normally has somewhat irregular periods, and she is
somewhat given to depression. This sounds somewhat similar to the first case
because of the irregular periods, and indeed, the liver is included as part of this
treatment. Also, from the second case, the kidney energy regulates menstruation,
so this organ too is involved in the acupuncture treatment. A second implication of
energy problems with the liver is the tendency toward depression.
So, acupuncture has well established treatments for a number of common female
problems, and if you suffer from any of these, please ask your acupuncture
practitioner. Some of these are treated with more consistent success, for example,
the third case illustrated has not yet seen a resolution of her problem. Also notice
from the third case, that often western medicine and acupuncture can go hand in
hand, as this lady's regular physician had no problem with her seeking a series of
acupuncture treatments as a possible solution. One thing that should be emphasized
is that the acupuncture treatment is only a manipulation with needles, and involves
no medicines whatsoever in these cases. For those of you with menopause or
menstruation problems, this has many advantages. Call your acupuncture
practitioner.

MALTA GC (Continued)
MALTA GARRISON 1802
On 1 May 1802, the Malta garrison consisted of a total of 6,625 officers and men.
There were: 296 commissioned and Warrant Officers, 537 Non Commissioned
Officers, 5,136 Rank and File fit for duty. 50 Commissioned and Warrant Officers
were absent and 606 Rank and File were sick.
On 30 June 1801, Sir Charles Cameron served as Civil Commissioner for the
Maltese Islands.
On 18 Sept 1801, Maj-Gen Henry Pigot departed from Malta and on 31 July 1802
Maj Gen William Anne Villettes took command of the Garrison.

Peace Treaty of Amiens – 27 March 1802
In accordance with Article X Para 4, Britain had to withdraw her garrison within three
months of the ratification of the treaty, and return Malta to the Order of St John of
Jerusalem.
Article X Para 12 stipulated for His Sicilian Majesty to Garrison Malta with 2,000
Neapolitan troops for an initial period of one year, so as to guarantee the neutrality of
the island.

On 30 Apr 1802, the Cabinet instructed Lt-Gen H. E. Fox, Commanding the British
Forces in the Mediterranean, to withdraw the Malta Garrison in accordance with the
Treaty of Amiens.

Capt Alexander John Ball RN

Sir Alexander Ball (1757 – 1809) (National Maritime Museum Vittoriosa)
During the uprising of the Maltese against the French, Capt Alexander John Ball RN,
was appointed the representative of the King of the Two Sicilies in Malta.
On 4 Oct 1798, Ball was ordered to proceed with his squadron from Naples and
blockade Malta, where he arrived on 12 October. Ball was temporary relieved from
his naval duties by Lord Nelson so as to conciliate the Maltese factions and coordinate the blockade against the French.
Ball went back to sea on 19 Feb 1801. He returned to Malta on 10 July 1802 as
Minister Plenipotentiary to the Order of St John following the signing of the
Preliminaries of the Treaty of Amiens.
Ball became Civil Commissioner and administered Malta's from 1802 to 1809. His
instructions were to co-operate with General Vial, his French counterpart, to hand
over Malta to the Order of St John. On 12 July 1802, Ball considered 3,000 to 4,000
men sufficient for the security of the island, and arranged for a 100 men to be
removed from the island as a sign of faith in complying with Article X of The Peace

Treaty of Amiens. In Autumn 1802, France annexed Piedmont; in October, Ball was
instructed to suspend the evacuation of British troops from Malta.
Sir Alexander Ball died at San Anton Palace Attard on 25 October 1809, after a
severe illness of short duration. A monument was erected to his memory at Lower
Barracca Gardens.
FEVER
The 48th, 63rd and 20th were severely affected by fever during the months of July,
August and September.
On 12 Aug 1802, Maj-Gen William Anne Villettes reported to Lord Hobart, that: "the
fever which generally prevails here at this season every year has been felt with
considerable violence by some of the troops particularly the 48th. I am in great
hopes, however, that its worst effects are nearly over, and am happy to add that a
great proportion of men returned sick are in a convalescent state."
Villettes' optimism was short-lived, for on 3 Sept 1802, he declared that: "the 48th
and 63rd are still in a weak state and the sickness which I reported in my last still
prevails, though in two of the regiments, in one of them at least, it has not undergone
as yet any very favourable change. In the 48th the fever is I hope nearly subdued,
but has increased in the 20th. Though every pain has been taken to check it, and
their loss during the last month has been considerable, I trust, however, that as the
weather grows cooler, we shall get the better of it. Though the season is generally
very unhealthy, the other regiments have not materially suffered."

QUARANTINE DEPARTMENT

Lazaretto on Manoel Island built in 1643 during the Grandmastership of Jean
Paul Lascaris Castellar (1635-1657).
On 14 Aug 1802, Superintendent of Quarantine William Eton, applied for leave of
absence to return to England, on the grounds that his health had suffered "by
constant application to business. In my own department I have had to watch over the
health of the British and French troops from Egypt, and the numerous transports and
ships of war that have entered this port, of all descriptions that have had pratique at
the health office".
Plague was brought over from Egypt by the troops, but the contagion had not
spread. Eton concealed those cases so as to prevent neighbouring ports from
precluding vessels from Malta. "Though I have had in the quarantine harbour among

other ships, transports with convalescents of the plague, and a number of suspicious
deaths, none of these circumstances transpired in any infection being spread.
Besides the deaths called suspicious, I had two accidents of real plague which were
known to no one out of the department, but Mr Charles Cameron."
Eton did not return from his leave and the management of the quarantine department
fell upon the Army's Principal Medical Officer, William Franklin.
PRIZE MONEY – CAPTURE OF MALTA
On 30 July 1803, the London Gazette notified the payment of prize money to the
captors present at the surrender of Malta on 5 Sep 1800.
Shares from the proceeds of the sale by Prize Agents of the property captured in
Malta were distributed to the following regiments and ships: Royal Artillery, Royal
Engineers, 30th Foot, 1st/35th Foot, 2nd/35th foot, 48th Foot, 89th Foot, Maltese
Corps, Neapolitan Artillery, Neapolitan Infantry, Northumberland, Genereux,
Success, Santa Teresa, Princess Charlotte, Penelope, Champion, Bull Dog, Vincejo,
Port Mahon, Bonne Citoyenne, Strombolo, Minorca, Arab Tender, La Cruelle Cutter.
The first distribution of shares to Staff Officers, Captains, Lieutenants, Warrant
Officers, Naval Officers, Non Commissioned Officers and privates of the army
commenced on Thursday 25 August 1803 by the agent Andrew Lawrie of Robert
Street Adelphi; naval shares were paid by the naval agent John Jackson at No 9
Broad Street London. The final distribution was made on 26 July 1804.
The sum of £116,083 14s 10d was paid in prize money, the army portion of which
amounted to £61,129 18 shillings (first payment) and £20,769 12s 6d (final
payment). All shares left unclaimed after three years from the first day of payment
were paid to the Royal Hospital for Soldiers Chelsea and the Hospital for Sick Sailors
Greenwich.
On 5 April 1809, the army portion of unclaimed shares equivalent to £2,144 1s (from
first payment) and £931.18d (from final payment) was paid into Chelsea Hospital.
(TO BE CONTINUED)

196 FIELD AMBULANCE RAMC
On the 1st December 1939, 161 (East Anglian) Field Ambulance, RAMC - TA formed a training cadre for a new duplicate unit - 196 Field Ambulance RAMC.
Members can obtain more information relating to this Unit at;
http://www.far-eastern-heroes.org.uk/196_field_ambulance/

ESCAPES TO SANITY
Hong Kong and other venues
MASH 2
by
Terry L. Hardy
Written 2017

DEDICATION
I dedicate this little collation to two people. It was Denise Taylor, my Cousin’s Wife
who ventured that my anecdotes were rather like MASH – the famous ‘spoof’ TV and
film about some American troops in Vietnam. Denise and her intervention made me
collate some of my anecdotes, presented here. Denise was, in retrospect absolutely
right – some of my missions in the dear old British Military Hospital up on the Peak
on Hong Kong were a bit MASH like.
The other person should, I think, be old Chan Lam Sang who bore the brunt of a lot
of unpleasant episodes but he helped me out. Long gone now Chan, but perhaps
‘Chico’, your son, is still around, somewhere. Well done Chan!

ESCAPES TO SANITY

Introduction
Just some of the ‘fun’ bits of 1954/1956.

The National Service Years have been badly and sometimes erroneously described
and depicted. The N.S. was introduced as a follow on of Military Service after WWII
and necessarily to assist in putting a devastated Europe back together and to make
way for another possible disaster in the so called Cold War. Young men of 18yrs old
were conscripted and served for up to two years whether they liked it or not – I was
one of them. Some wasted much of their time - perhaps thankfully - some did, well
nothing at all. Some learned a trade and were thankful. Too many died in conflicts
such as the dreadful Korean War, Malaya, the Mau Mau conflict in Kenya and
Cyprus.
I was lucky. I did a useful job of work, I learned more about the career I was already
embarked upon. Circumstances were such that I grew up – sometimes the hard way
– as I served in British Military Hospitals caring for the chaps, their wives and

children, some of their babies, and the enlisted foreigners, Gurkhas and Chinese,
who were also called to serve in the British Army.
There is always the ‘Rough and Smooth’ in life and my service experience was no
exception. Life seemed to drift between the plain silly, the difficult but bearable and
the almost unbearable and life and death.
The following passages and collation of anecdotes reflect some of the fun bits and
the silly bits – we had to let off steam sometimes. My memory serves well and what I
write is the truth even though at times it may, to the outsider, be hard to believe. In
the background, there was always Military Service and discipline on hand. Those
who know, may recognise a similarity to the films and TV shows called ‘MASH.’ of
the 1970s which took place in the Korean War. Yes – I suppose there was a
similarity! Actually, I am grateful and proud to have served as a National Serviceman
“Your Majesty” – even if you only paid me 28/- a week.

ESCAPE TO SANITY
The Characters
I write here about real people and real times and events – so there has to be some
care and decorum as some of my ‘Mates’ are still alive. But those guys are still very
much in my mind.
It is logical to start at the top of the pile. One of these was the Colonel in charge of
No. 27 Company RAMC British Military Hospital in Hong Kong. This is where I spent
most of my two years; from March 1955 until February 1956 in fact a memorable and
formative near year. I seemed to drift between the silly to sobering, or awful events
and back again. I have described this period of my life as ‘The Defining Year’ of my
life - and it was. The Colonel was unsuitable to the Army. He stuttered terribly, he
was far too polite and he was rarely visible. He was a gentleman. He actually
apologised to us all on the rare occasions we were required to ‘Parade’ (in the early
morning on the tennis courts) for some visiting dignitary. He said he understood our
inconvenience and having to get out of bed early; “I am soooo so sorry, well ddone
anyway”.
When the great day came and I was off home across the high seas again, I had to
say good bye to the Colonel. I was marched in around 7.0am, right turned, saluted
dutifully. The Colonel then welcomed me to Hong Kong and lectured me on avoiding
the girls and VD and I would find the unit a happy one. I was aghast as I had been
there a year and now on my way home. Was there some dreadful mistake, I
wondered! I saluted again and got out as quickly as decency allowed. Yes, this was
‘BMH’.
So this was the Boss – the Colonel. The only one occasion that I did come across
the Colonel in my year at the BMH and managed to almost electrocute him; see
later, as I recall the episode of ‘The Frog Bin’.
There were other Colonels but they were not to play a significant part in my not too
illustrious service. One shot himself (not surprising really) and one, at Chester

Military Hospital, was instrumental in getting me to Hong Kong in the first place.
Good chap.
The, next most mentionable and memorable of the ‘elite’ commissioned ‘soldiers of
the Realm was one Captain SJS, RAMC – I will call him ‘John’. He was the
Pathologist in Hong Kong. Actually, very young and recently qualified John was a
Liverpudlian – a Scouse. John was an NS chap and he was not particularly
enamoured by service in the Army. John and the Colonel were Oil and Water, as it
was, but to be fair, John was absolutely incorrigible and a rebel; John was strictly
non-military in disposition and discipline and just wanted ‘out’.
John would come to serve at both 33rd. General Hospital over in Kowloon and with
‘us’ at BMH up on the Peak at Bowen Road.
The reason for his repeated transfers across the Harbour was related to his
indiscipline. He would be constantly on some manner of ‘punishment‘for a trivial
misdemeanour. The Colonel would stutter …. Captain YYoouuuu are aa dddisgrace
and I will PPPunish you….” John’s punishment would be to report back to 33rd
(where he had just emerged from) and he would have to get his kit together only to
be punished and be sent back to us at BMH! One such harmless event was for John
to turn up wearing carpet slippers (‘well, they’re more comfortable’) an American
Army Jacket and a Canadian Cap. The poor Colonel nearly had epilepsy. But this
was John. His ship home to ‘Blighty’ was late so he booked himself a commercial
flight – again the Colonel was not pleased and there was non-military altercation. As
’our’ Pathologist and therefore and at times my superior, I had no complaints – he
was rarely around to consult anyway. But we did autopsies together. By his own
admission John thought I “was someone else.”
John had served in Japan (it was never the same, surely) and Korea and
undoubtedly ‘did his bit’. One last point here – John was an erstwhile ‘Business Man’
and along with us we ran a slightly illicit Private Medical Laboratory system: More
later.
Then at the bottom of the pile – in Hong Kong that is – there was dear Chan. A
locally recruited Chinese in the British Army – the RAMC like us. Chan Lam Sang
was about 40 years and married to a diminutive woman: they had a boy about 6
years of age – ‘Chico’. Chan’s task was …. well, just to hang around in the main.
What DID he do? Well, for a start he kept my kit in good order – for a few dollars now
and again. I seldom saw Chan actually doing anything. He was likeable and
inoffensive but undeniably lazy and not to be totally relied upon – as we shall see
later. Chan and Mrs. Chan bought me a chicken for Christmas – very much alive and
on a string. He also cut a hole in his tiny house roof at a party over in Lai Chi Kwok
just in case one of us hit our head on the ceiling. This was Chan.
There were a few QARANC female nurses and they brightened the place a little –
but there was strictly no fraternising and NO I did not, so don’t even think about it !!!
One was truly named nurse ‘Love’ – she was the most attractive of the bunch but
was also known as the ‘Ice Maiden’ as despite brave attempts none of the lads could
get near her. Diminutive Nurse Bisset had the honour of attending to my naked rear
end as I knelt before Colonel Grant, the Surgeon type chap while he fished a polyp

out of me with a huge pair of glistening tongs one sunny day in No.1 Operating
Theatre.
Ken was a male nurse who had been an apprentice in the Pretty Polly Stocking
factory in Mansfield before being summoned to serve his Country. Ken would
entertain us with the story of how, as a male apprentice among large numbers of
females, he had his testicles painted bright blue in an initiation ceremony.
I could go on and on – but you get the message. A great and good crowd of ‘Mates’
who I miss. I have dwelt on Hong Kong but there were characters back in UK where
this nonsense started. In the laboratory at Chester Military Hospital there was, for
example, tiny Irene. We were about 12 souls undergoing detailed training in
pathology technology and Irene was one of us – why I cannot imagine. She was
about 20 something. She had a very strong urinary bladder and that much I know for
sure. Our Lord and Master, another Captain (a regular soldier) had the bright idea
that we would and should, all suffer if we messed up a test which we had undertaken
on some poor inmate patient. We each had to drink a litre of water and urea and
then he locked the toilet doors for a couple of hours while we squirmed. “Please Sir.
Open the b…..y door” Irene was in pain but bravely did not announce the fact and
kept smiling as she stood on the bench in front of us and taunting us.
There were many others – characters – at Church Crookham where we were
knocked into some manner of military shape for ten weeks, Chester Military Hospital
where I had extensive training in a wide range of Pathology Technology and at the
dear old hospital (s) in Hong Kong.
Impossible to mention them all here – but I would dearly like to meet one again
(perhaps in a dark alley) the NCO who ‘Volunteered me’ to strip naked by numbers
while standing on a table on the Parade Ground in front of dozens of other chaps “to
show them how to undress and dress when we do Physical Training”. But the mega
mention must be the MV Georgic. Massive Troop Ship and Sister ship to the
Britannic, which transported me from Liverpool to Hong Kong. It was on this vessel
that I started to get into all manner of troubles! I should begin my anecdotes on that
ship. It was 35 days of discovery for me and I started to ‘find’ myself and how to get
slightly naughty and earn a few shillings.
But first then there was this other chap I should mention me! As 23018325 Private
Hardy. I commenced my not very illustrious career at around 4.0pm on the 8th. April
1954 at Queen Elizabeth Barracks, Crookham, where I was given that number and
virtually lost my name for ten weeks. After the usual ‘battering’ into some kind of
semi military shape I was mercifully posted to Chester Military Hospital, No. 19 Coy.
Pathology Laboratory for very intensive training in Pathology Laboratory Technology.
After 6 months, I was posted to No 27 Coy, British Military Hospital, Hong Kong and
arrived there in the first week of March 1955 after a tumultuous journey on the old
MV Georgic. There was a reason behind my secondment to HK. [ Here I refer the
reader to “Green Cans in Asia means troubles in Hong Kong” which includes a
detailed write up of why I was sent to HK so I will avoid repetition and boredom and
launch now into ‘Happenings’]

HAPPENINGS
I will call them ‘Happenings’ rather than anecdotes and here and now I apologise for
boring repetition. Happenings seem to have followed me around for the whole 2
Years of my N.S. service – or perhaps I stuck my neck out a bit and collected
trouble. While they certainly started at Crookham and then moved on to Chester,
certainly the main collection of trouble occurred in Hong Kong and that is where the
following will concentrate. However, I will not forget the rickshaw race in Columbo,
the episode of the Padre’s washing in the bath up in the tiny isolation hospital,
behind the funnel, on the Georgic and surgery in the strait of Malacca, inventing a
mouse trap in B4 hut at Q.E. barracks or even finding a packet of Tide Washing
Powder for the Padre’s Wife in Singapore – but I was in HK for 11 ½ months so that
had to offer ripe pickings.
Once settled in to the Colony I was as much in need of funds – a few extra dollars –
as everyone else. The noble Capt., John, provided one answer. The Pathology
Laboratory provided an ideal, opportunity, for a little ‘on the side’ extramural studies.
There were MN&O blood groups for paternity suits for example and the inevitable
searches for the ubiquitous gonorrhoea bugs in sundry swabs. The main and
principle activity was the provision of pregnancy tests for those ‘who were not quite
sure’. For these services, we made a charge and the proceeds were shared between
those who knew or who took an active part – including Chan- and of course, me. The
share out was not, of course equal and the Officers were at the top of the pile for any
takings and poor |Chan was at the bottom. The whole matter was very much under
cover of course but the stuttering Colonel knew very well what was going on.
The proceeds were never enormous but a few extra bucks came in handy.
TROUBLES WITH TOADS (XENOPUS LAEVIS)
An excellent item to commence ‘Happenings’ is the infamous Pregnancy Test’ – very
popular in Hong Kong. Enter an important character – the Xenopus Toad which
enjoyed the full name of Xenopus Laevis, the Clawed African toad. This creature had
special properties. Injected under the skin, the toad (the special toad) would ovulate
if the urine was from a pregnant woman.
We were not short of problems, not least of which was to locate a good and reliable
source of Xenopus Laevis – not easy at that time in Hong Kong. Down somewhere in
Wanchai (The World of Suzi Wong) supplies were found. A simple tank was easy
and a cut down discarded oil drum with a lump of rock in the water at the bottom
became our ‘toad tank’. All went well and tests were, from time to time, duly
conducted to the satisfaction of the female ‘Clients’.

Being short of toads (the special toads) one day I made a big mistake and gave
Chan $10 to go to Wanchai to purchase some “Special Toads …… and be quick
about it Chan.” Off Chan went with my $10 but he was not too reliable and after a
while he returned with a wriggling bag of what I presumed were the special toads;
they were not. Chan had probably spent half of my precious dollars in some palace
of ill repute – and then returned with a bag of any old toads! I did not notice.
Sometime later there were some quite unexpected pregnancy test results. Wife of

Colonel ‘X’ – she was some 60 ‘summers old’ – was now apparently pregnant but
the pretty little nurse was not, despite her very bulbous looking belly, seemingly
about to explode.
No need to record the embarrassment and trauma this little misadventure caused
and our special undercover, pregnancy tests were nearly struck from the menu. But
the test did survive until another issue occurred. The ‘Frog Bin’ had to be emptied
from time to time to discourage invading mosquitoes from taking up residence. I
made the big mistake of entrusting Chan to do this.
On an extremely rare visit the stuttering Col. asked me if the frog bin had been
emptied. “Yes Sir, of course Sir” I replied. At this he ‘whacked the bin with his stick
and we immediately had to ‘do a runner’ to escape a swarm of buzzing mosquitoes.
Chan had let me down. That was really the end of that little business adventure but
not without me ruining the day of the by now apoplectic stuttering Colonel’s day.
As he removed himself from the Laboratory, at some speed, he asked me if there
were any problems. I seized the opportunity and explained that there was indeed
some kind of problem with the old and decrepit incubator but the Engineers had
been very slow to rectify the problem. “Let me see” the Colonel spluttered and
grabbed the brass handle which was loaded with escaped electricity. The howl of
pain and anger was probably heard over in Kowloon. Matron grinned discretely
behind her hand as she hid away behind the Colonel, Chan had disappeared of
course – but I was well satisfied with another interesting day. That was the end of
frog bin nonsense.
Some of the supposedly financial gains and exploits were mine and mine alone.

PROBLEMS WITH WEBBING GAITERS
Most of the curious ‘Happenings’ in my NS life had little or nothing to do with money
and they will unfurl as I proceed with this resume. However, one does rather stick
out in my mind. Once again Chan was of course involved but not to a serious
degree. It was the episode of ‘The Gaiters’ - another serious loss-making adventure.
In the laboratory, I had access to a geriatric autoclave and this gave me an idea.
Being in the sub-tropics, Hong Kong could be humid, hot and at times
environmentally unfriendly – to my seldom worn kit. Chan and I decided to autoclave
my webbing – belt and gaiters and back pack and bits of military equipment, and
wrap it for posterity and in case we had an unexpected inspection. Chan, for a few
bucks, made sure I was always turned out in pristine condition, of course.
All went well and the fungus stayed away from my webbing and my kit was always in
good order – I gave Chan a couple of dollars every so often to make sure all was
well. A new ‘intake’ of lads arrived and I soon spread the gospel that I could see to
their kit - for a few bucks which I shared with Chan, of course. There was a big
problem No one had informed me (why should they) that the black leather straps on
the gaiters were now plastic straps. Autoclaving did the straps no good whatsoever
and Chan had to break the news to me that the plastic had melted into the webbing!
A truly horrible sight as they were removed from the autoclave. Well, for a start I had
to reimburse my clients and Chan went short of his small stipend. But there was also
the issue of dealing with the Quartermaster and explain why on earth I need to

purchase (my own expense and a few beers) a dozen or so pairs of new gaiters. Oh
well, another business venture up the proverbial.

SERGEANT CARER (Continued)
The School Run

At first, they had lived in an Army quarter, it was a nice house, but they were not
really into being within the close-knit community made up from the diverse military
regiments that made up the permanent staff of the regiment, and, it was not their
desired environment. After a period of time, they found a cottage, situated 500 foot
up in the hills above the Army camp, and there they really became settled down as a
family. The first son, after a lot of difficulties with the local education authorities and
the medical officer for health, was eventually accepted into The Royal School for the
Blind in Liverpool, as a boarder and the twins started at the local Junior School,
which was within walking distance. They decided that they would collect their son
each week from Liverpool on a Friday and return him on Sunday evening. This was
acceptable to the School authorities, who were very pro-family support and so it
settled down into a routine and each week he had to make sure that his old car was
useable or if not, arrange for an alternative form of transport. On occasions, his
friend, in the RASC, who was in charge of the Transport Wing in the Regiment,
would allow him use of an army vehicle.
There came a Regimental meeting in which details were presented by the Weapons
Training Wing, who would take a party of 200 Junior Tradesmen up to the Army
Ranges at Warcop in Cumbria. The CO, from the Black Watch, introduced the
concept before handing over the rest of the meeting to his 2i/c who was from the
Cameron Highlanders. The details, on their own speciality, were outlined by each
training wing, and then how the party was to be organised from the logistics point of
view. When the Weapons Wing presented their programme of events which would

last from Monday to Friday, the subject of weapons and ammunition developed into
a discussion about the logistics of carriage and safety. This became drawn out and
eventually the CO stood up and announced that the Medical Cover Sergeant would
be responsible and drive the 3-ton lorry. This would include a section of ten Junior
Tradesmen and a Junior Sergeant and also carry and be responsible for the safety
of the ammunition. The assembled personnel looked relieved, but he could not
believe his ears and sat smiling to himself, pondering on just how it was that he had
been selected. Nobody told him why.
The Monday came and with the whole party assembled with the vehicles ready to
depart. The Weapons Wing Officer in Charge told him that he could run independent
of the convoy and chose his own route. Looking at the 3 toner that had been loaded
up for him, he saw the flags on the front and the rear and the sign on the front which
denoted that the vehicle was carrying explosives. “This could be fun.” He thought to
himself.
Checking over the ammunition boxes and all the kit for the Junior Tradesmen, he
then ordered them to get on board and make themselves comfortable as best they
could. He got up into the cab with the Junior Sergeant and they were ready to go.
He knew which way he was going to go and just what roads were best for him to
drive on. He intended to go via Birkenhead, Liverpool and then up the M6 and A6 to
Penrith. Turn right and follow the A66 to Warcop, but he had not told anyone about
his route.
They moved off and began the long run through to Birkenhead, which was quite
uneventful. He knew the route, because this was the way he often took each week
to get his son from school.
When he approached the Mersey Tunnel, he pulled off into a side street, got out and
checked that no one was watching. He removed the flags from front and rear and
also the sign. As he got back in, the Junior Sergeant asked, “why have you done
that, Serge’?” “Because it is forbidden to take explosives through the tunnel.” “Oh!”
He drove on to the tunnel and made sure that he got a receipt for the Toll. He drove
onto the A580 towards St. Helens, stopped, quickly put the flags back and then on to
the new M6, heading north until it ran out at Carnforth, just north of Lancaster. Then
it was on the A6 from there it was another long haul up to Penrith. It was a relief to
turn off onto the A66 through Appleby to the Camp at Warcop. He was glad to
arrive, to see some of his colleagues and to get food and a drink. He met up with
one of his friends, who worked in the Weapons Wing, a Sergeant, who was in the
Green jackets. A big man with a great sense of fun and a large appetite for beer,
they sat together, in the mess and had a good evening together.
The next day it was raining and it rained virtually all day. The exercise went on,
despite the rain and the mud on the ranges, with everyone getting totally sodden and
dirty. On the following day, the wet weather continued and this began to have a

dampening effect on the morale of the party. On the Thursday, the weather
brightened up and the Officer Commanding decided to allow the Junior Tradesmen
to explore the ranges after explaining the hazards if they wandered off the marked
areas due to un-exploded ammunition from artillery and tanks. He and his Green
Jacket friend wandered onto the ranges in a peripatetic role to make sure that the
Junior Tradesmen kept within the boundaries and came up to an adult group of
Infantry men firing mortars. They allowed them to join in and they fired off a few
rounds with glee at the experience. Later they came upon two Centurion tanks firing
on the tank range. Again, they were invited to fire a shot from within the tank. He
thought to himself, “I have driven nearly every army vehicle that I could and now,
today, I have fired a mortar and now loosed off a round from inside a tank and I’m
only a RAMC medic.”
In the afternoon, his Green Jacket friend sought him out and told him that he had
arranged for them to go on the battle range together. This was part of the assault
course, a stretch of terrain where battle conditions were assimilated with cross fire
and enemy targets would pop up anywhere, in front or to the side. They went into
the weapons store and there ready, on a table were ammunition belts, holsters and
automatic 9 mm pistols laid out ready. His friend put on double holsters around his
hips and into them he placed two of the automatic pistols. He indicated that the
Sergeant did the same, which he did. Being both dressed in ponchos, for the
intermittent rain, they looked like something from the Wild West. Then the Green
Jacket took out a floppy cowboy type hat and put it on. “Shame that you haven’t got
a hat like this.” He said. The Sergeant was unmoved and wore just his beret.
Out they went onto the range. Green Jacket instructed him to stay in line with him
and not to fire at anything sideways. “Remember, these things are loaded with live
ammunition.” As they moved up the range, Green jacket threw his poncho back over
his shoulders and held his hands just above the butts of the pistols in their holsters.
Suddenly a target popped up and he drew both guns and blazed away at it. On the
Sergeant’s side, another target popped up and he managed to draw his guns and
got off some shots at it. They were off, moving up the range popping off at anything
that moved, until they reached the end of the range. Both were elated and
somewhat exhausted, but content. Like two big kids out for the day, he thought to
himself as they went back to the weapons store.
The rain started again and everyone and everything got soaked. That evening all sat
about in the mess, steaming whilst they ate their meal. There were limited drying
facilities there and therefore they all had to be content with the fact that tomorrow
they would be back in the regimental barracks, warm and dry.
Next morning became busy with everything being loaded upon the transport.
Personnel issued with transport rations and then loaded up ready to depart. The 3
toner was complete with the remnants of the ammunition and empty boxes and the
ten Junior Tradesmen climbed aboard. Being the ammunition truck, they were the

last to leave and he followed the convoy back along the A66 to the A6 and then
down the M6, then, leaving the convoy, turned off towards St. Helens and Liverpool
on the A58/57. When he passed Knotty Ash, he turned left towards Wavertree,
found Church Road North and turned into the gateway of the Royal School for the
Blind and parked outside the front doors.
As he got down the big front doors of the school opened and out came the
headmaster Derek Marks, who was an amiable Irishman. “Why have you come into
here?” he asked. Then he recognised the Sergeant, “Oh, it’s you.”
“I’ve come to collect Tim. I hope that you don’t mind, but there are eleven young
soldiers on board and we have come a long way, from Cumbria, and some of them
are busting to go to the toilet.”
“You look damp and cold, so bring everybody in.”
They all climbed out of the 3 toner and gathered by the front door of the school.
“Don’t stand out there in the cold.
Sergeant.”

Come in.

Bring them into the board room,

As they entered the school, the kindly matron appeared and looked questionably at
the Junior Tradesmen in their combat uniforms complete with rifles. The headmaster
said to her, “Matron, these lads are cold, hungry and thirsty. Do you think the cook
can rustle up something for them?”
“I’ll go and see.”
He ushered them into the boardroom, welcomed them and told them that they could
sit down and gave them directions as to where the toilets were.
Very soon the kitchen staff appeared and began serving out hot thick vegetable soup
and hunks of bread and butter. A trolley arrived with a large container of tea, jugs of
milk, sugar and cups. The Junior Tradesmen began to glow as the food took its
effect and they began to relax in this totally different environment. They began to
look at the Sergeant with a look of awe, not knowing what to make of everything.
The headmaster came up to the Sergeant and asked, “Do you think that the children
could come in and meet the lads?”
“Of course, Mr Marks, let them come in.”
Addressing the Junior Tradesmen, he said, “Now you lot, some of the school
children are going to come in. Remember that this is a blind school and therefore
they may touch you and your clothing.”
Some of the children entered and at first were shy of what they had been told,
soldiers in uniform. Some sat beside the lads and others stood in front of them.

They touched their berets, their uniform and were intrigued by their webbing. Then
one boy touched the SLR rifle of one of them and asked all about it. They could not
believe that here were real army soldiers and the Juniors Tradesmen were
captivated by their gentleness and innocence.
Time was passing and he had to say to the headmaster that they had to depart. He
thanked him for his hospitality to them all and shook his hand warmly. The
headmaster returned the thanks, saying that it had been a wonderful experience for
the children. Matron appeared with his son, dressed and with his bag, ready to go
home for the weekend.
The Junior Tradesmen trooped out, smiling their thanks and gently ruffled some of
the children’s heads. They climbed on board the 3 toner and he lifted his son up into
the cab and sat him between himself and the Junior Sergeant. As they drove out the
gate, the headmaster, Matron and some children waved goodbye. The lads cheered
back at them. “That was great, Serge. We did not know that your son was blind.
We had seen him with you on the sports field and the lads always call him the Milky
Bar Kid.”
They passed through the Mersey Tunnel and into Birkenhead. He noticed that they
were low on fuel and so he pulled into a garage. He realised that he had only ten
pounds cash with him and so he asked the Junior Tradesmen to have a whip round,
otherwise they might have trouble in reaching the camp. They did him proud and
between them they came up with seven pounds ten shillings. He put in seventeen
pounds ten shillings worth and they moved on, hoping that that amount would get
them back.
Just before they reached the camp, he made a detour home and drew up to the gate
of their cottage. Some of the lads got out to stretch their legs while he took his son
down the drive to the door. The three dogs were barking their heads off at the 3
toner until his wife opened the door and told them to hush because they might wake
up the twins, who were now just two and a half years old. She was so please to see
him and their son, but as he had to get on to take the 3 toner and its passengers
back to camp, she said that she would make supper for when he returned.
They arrived back at the camp and after the business of unloading the remnants of
the ammunition at the Weapons Training Wing; he dropped off the Junior Tradesmen
at their billets then returned the 3 toner to the Transport Wing. Getting into his old
car and having the satisfaction of it starting, he drove home thinking about the week
and wondering just how a Nursing type person like him could manage to have such
marvellous, exciting, physical and mental experiences that were totally out of context
with his past experiences. Luck!
She was waiting at home with the children.

REQUIEM OF A WAY-OUT TUG
(or: The friends I left behind )
The time has come, I think, to say, what needs,
If be, to be said.
Of work and time, of moan and groan,
Of you at work and the kids at home.
The wine and booze.
All these and more, the added score
Just check on’t Pill, you’ll know I’m sure.
Churchill said? Of men, a group, who though tired,
Carried on despite the odds and without clue,
‘Never before were so many carried by so few’.
You stop and think, and know deep down
That nothing more was true.
Let’s add the tote of marriages broke
Of friendships ended, never made,
Of dog eat dog and shirk the lot
Of plans unplanned, do they work?
Do they ...........!
Where have they gone? Those men of old.
What work we did, what hours we worked.
Nobody skived, nobody shirked.
The boys? What boys? We turned out men
The like we’ll never see here again.
Those men, those days, suited me to a ‘T’
Their common sense, loyalty and responsibility.
I leave a world full of strain and stress
With everyone striving to impress.
This place of smile and stab
A land of fool and soap filled pad.
I’ll join a team, where work is done
Where all pull together and work as one.
A team, who, when all boiled down
Can not afford to carry clown.

POEMS BY JOHN SILKSTONE
ABOUT FACE
The cawing of the crow
The cooing of the dove
The hooting of the owl
Are sounds that I love?
The warbling of the songbird
The twittering of the wren
The honking of the goose
I hear them now and then.
They’re sounds that I remember
Of times in days gone by
When man was in love with nature
And birds in the sky did fly.
Things aren’t the same now
Birds no longer bill and coo
The air is full of pollution
The nesting sites are few.
© John A Silkstone 1982
A LOAD OF BOWLS
The game’s been played for centuries
As Sir Francis Drake would tell
He finished his game of bowls
Then gave those Spanards hell.
Now me, I play sedately
On carpet, crown or green
I play a very gentle bowl
The pace it must be seen.
Then along comes Charlie Wright
With a little weighty thumb
Placing his bowl beside the jack
That’s another ruddy game he’s won.
© John A Silkstone 1998

A HUNTING SHE WILL GO
The day is on its deathbed
With darkness drawing in,
While shadows creep with noiseless tread.
Pale moon rising overhead
Lighting up the night,
It cast’s a silvery thread.
Vixen creeps along the shed
With nose held high in air,
Her cub’s they must be feed.
Farmer waits ignoring bed
With shotgun held in hand,
Its cartridges filled with lead.
Bang.
Bang.
Another family dead.
© John A Silkstone 1981

A LINCOLNSHIRE COUPLE
He’s nearly got there
To his three score and ten
He lives in rural Lincolnshire
Down among the fen.
He has a wife called Sarah
His love for her is great
And for many years now
She’s been his life soulmate
They’ve had their ups and downs
As other couples have
Not all the times were happy
One or two were sad
Though with his darling Sarah
His days are always bright
For she’s his ray of sunshine
And he’s her Charlie Wright.
© John A Silkstone 1998

ALL FOR NOTHING
Some write about the glory of war
How euphoric it can be
They charged into the Valley of Death
The foe they could not see
Then with a roar like thunder
They’re torn limb from limb
Screaming men and horses
It’s all a terrible sin.
War shouldn’t be portrayed
As a great and gallant deed
But told as it really is…
The truth, is a must, is a need.
For when a war is fought
Both soldier and civilian man
Are killed for the sake of killing
For that is the enemy’s plan.
They want to be more powerful
To show their strength and might
To kill and maim and bomb and tame
To put everyone to fright.
And when it is all over
The widows grieve and cry.
While I sit here and ponder
Oh why, oh why, oh why?
© John A Silkstone 1979

ANOTHER DRUNKEN DRIVER
Another drunken driver
Who doesn’t give a hoot
Snuffing out a life
As if out on a shoot.
That’s not a clay pigeon
Now lying in the avenue
A life blown out like a candle
Because you had a few.
The alcohol you drank
Impaired your driving skill
You drove off without thinking
A life you took at will.

Though you feel remorse
You do not feel the pain
Of the losing of a loved-one
With only you to blame.
© John A Silkstone 1982

ARTISTIC CHURCH
In Gainsborough Trinity Church
Many years ago
My daughter, she was Christened
By the Holy Water flow.
Today, the church is an Art Centre
Catering for the cultural taste
Performing all types of art
Ignoring creed and race.
You can hear songs from Europe
See an Irish jig or dance
A Male Choir from Wales
And folk singers from France.
You can listen to a band
Or poetry from the heart
Take a seat in the cinema
Each art plays its part.
© John A Silkstone 1981

ARTIST
Gainsborough painted a lady
Van Gogh a sunflower of two
Constable painted a hay-wain
His sons were painters too.
Palmer etched a sheepfold
Be it open or closed
He also etched the shepherd
Having a midday doze.
Crome’s study of trees
Redgrave’s sweet summer time
Turner painted landscapes
Palmer’s Skylark is sublime.

Collier did paintings of Sussex
Lewis a Herefordshire scene
Mallais a Kentish landscape
Abbutt a Devon serene.
With paint and canvas pen and ink
These great artists make us think
Of summer days and lazy nights
And mother nature’s wondrous sights.
© John A Silkstone 1992

PHOTOS FROM EGYPT DURING WW1
A photographic treasure-trove of 14 previously unseen photographs taken by John
Evans, a Clerk in the Royal Army Medical Corps, who was shipped out for a tour of
duty in Egypt in 1915 have been brought to my attention by Jim Lacey and I would
like to thank him for sharing these with us.
One hundred years later his grandson Rupert (an actor on the BBC Radio Drama
Company) took on a role in the WW1 drama, Tommies. Rediscovering his
grandfather’s old albums, a selection of John’s photographs, many of which remain
shrouded in mystery: one particular photo purported to be of the famous T.E.
Lawrence (Lawrence of Arabia) can be viewed by going to:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/articles/4B7HQmrSKmRTXyv8YcFpzKw/14unseen-photos-from-egypt-in-ww1

THE DARKER HISTORY OF ROYAL VICTORIA COUNTRY PARK

Those members who were stationed at RVH Netley will be familiar with
the stories of the ‘Grey Lady’. I seem to recall there being one at

Cambridge Military Hospital Aldershot. Any other Military Hospitals the
‘Grey Lady’ visited? Visit the following link;
https://www.hants.gov.uk/thingstodo/countryside/news/rvcp-october2017

Former members of RVH Netley can get updates and, if they wish
contribute to the Royal Victoria Country Park Facebook Group at
https://www.facebook.com/RoyalVictoriaCP
THE FEMALE WAR MEDIC WHO REFUSED TO ‘GO HOME AND SIT
STILL
When Elsie Inglis asked the War Office if female doctors and surgeons could serve
in front-line hospitals in World War One she was told 'my good lady, go home and sit
still'.
Elsie, a pioneering Edinburgh doctor who had already become well-known as a
champion of women's health, did the opposite.
Instead, she formed the Scottish Women's Hospitals - all female units that provided
support for Britain's allies, the French, the Belgians and especially the Serbs.
Elsie was 50 when war broke out and had already made a mark in Edinburgh by
working with women and babies in the poorest parts of the city.
To read more on Elsie, please go to; http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-scotland42096350

THE CITY OF LIVERPOOL TATTOO - SEPTEMBER 2018
The above event is very popular within the Liverpool area and is taking place in the
Echo Arena Liverpool on Friday 14th September 2018 at 19:30 hours; Saturday 15th
September 2018 at 14:00 hours (Matinee); Saturday 15th September at 19:30 hours.
This event supports all three Benevolent Funds. For further information on the event
and how to book please go the following link.
https://www.facebook.com/City-of-Liverpool-Tattoo265099627342035/?hc_ref=ARQ6OMZ77tMktTK78oRIK5xqFB7RuFSomgU21DI_U
vEUZ4qGtDsjWDxpKuI6EEYhyyc&fref=nf

STAFF SERGEANT WILFRED BROOKE DCM & BAR, MM, CROIX de
GUERRE (Bel)
Whilst reading Facebook I came across the following entry which was posted by a
previous Corps RSM now Captain Andy Game on 21 st January 2016 and recently

republished. I thought that it should be shared with as many ex members of the
Corps and therefore, have included it in this month’s newsletter.
“Today was a special day at 208 (Liverpool) Field Hospital, and I was very privileged
to have been invited there to share in it.
2 years ago when I was CRSM I asked all of my RSMs to try and do something to
leave their mark on the Corps for the good and benefit of those serving or those who
had served. It is my belief that if we can all do one thing then we can make the Corps
and the wider AMS a better place. And who better to set that example than the
RSMs?
WO1 (RSM) Bob Dixon RAMC was one of the few who stepped up to the mark and
did just that. What he did took him two years of dedication and hard work as well as
a dose of tenacity to fight through some of the red tape that was in his way.
What did he do?
Bob discovered the name of the most highly decorated soldier of the RAMC of The
Great War. Staff Sgt Wilfred Brooke DCM & Bar MM Croix de Guerre(Bel) as well as
a MiD had stepped up and answered the call to war in 1914. Bob then made the sad
discovery that Wilfred had lain for 93 years in an unmarked grave with no recognition
of his service. Bob then set of on the long journey to get Wilfred the recognition he
so greatly deserved, not just from the Corps but from the Country.
Bob's outstanding work culminated in the unveiling of Wilfred's new Commonwealth
War Graves Commission head stone, by the Representative Colonel Commandant
of the RAMC on behalf of our Colonel in Chief alongside the Lord Mayor of Liverpool.
This now means that not only does Wilfred get the recognition he so greatly
deserves as our most highly decorated RAMC soldier of the Great War but also,
after 95 years, that his grave will be looked after for ever more.
Here is Wilfred's story as researched by WO1 (RSM) Dixon RAMC:
WILFRED BROOKE
Wilfred Brooke was born in Bradford on the 1st September 1880. After he finished
school he went to work for the General Post Office firstly as an assistant postman
and it was the Post Office that brought Wilfred to Wallasey. He had taken the
Telegraphist exams and passed and was offered employment in Wallasey GPO as a
sorting clerk and telegraphist and so he moved from Yorkshire with his wife Beatrice
and son Frank and moved into 85 Rice Lane only a short distance from this
cemetery.
The Brooke family appear to have into the area quite well however all that changed
several years later when, In August 1914 the world as they knew it changed. The
British Empire was at war with Germany and was sending the Army to fight in
Europe for the first time since the Battle of Waterloo.
On the 31st August 1914 Lord Derby mounted a platform at St Georges Hall and
addressed the huge crowds that had gathered there, calling for volunteers to join the

Army, promising that those who joined together would serve together. By 10am that
same morning the first 1000 men had volunteered, six days later there were 3000
men enlisted and by the end of September 30,000 men from the region had rushed
to join the colours. One of these men was Wilfred Brooke and he was ordered to
present himself to the 2nd West Lancashire Field Ambulance, a Territorial Force unit
based at Harper Street in Liverpool.
1697 Private Brooke underwent military and medical training for nearly 12 months
before heading to France with the 21st Division. His unit, now called the 63rd Field
Ambulance had landed in France on 8th September 1915 and by the 25th the 63rd
Field Ambulance were in action at the Battle of Loos. In the official War Diary of the
Divisional Medical Staff it mentions that Wilfred Brooke’s name had been brought to
the notice of the Divisional Commander for his conduct during 25 – 28th September.
He was also promoted to Sergeant.
Sergeant Brooke was at the front during the Battle of the Somme in 1916. He was
promoted to Acting Staff Sergeant and Mentioned in Despatches in recognition of his
fine work during the Battle. The three Divisional Field Ambulances had worked
tirelessly for four days clearing over 5000 casualties before being relieved.
In April 1917 Staff Serjeant Brooke was at the Battle of Arras and it was for his
“Devotion to Duty and Gallantry in the Field” that he was awarded the Military Medal.
Brooke’s award is the only one in the whole Divisional Medical War Diary that has
been underlined as if for special mention. Staff Serjeant Brooke was wounded at
the Battle of Passchendaele in October 1917 along with over 50% of his unit but
recovered quickly and eventually returned to his unit in late 1917.
During March and April 1918 the great German offensive smashed into the British
lines and Field Marshal Haig issued his famous “Backs to the Wall” message. It was
during these desperate days that Wilfred Brooke was awarded the Distinguished
Conduct Medal for “Conspicuous Gallantry and Devotion to Duty. He has, in every
action during the retreat constantly led his bearer squads through machine gun and
artillery fire and his disregard of danger has been an example to the entire unit”
Wilfred Brooke’s name appeared yet again in the London Gazette in July 1918
notifying that he had been awarded the Croix de Guerre by Albert, King of the
Belgians.
In August 1918 the Allied Armies were advancing against the Germans and in
September on the Somme Wilfred Brooke was to distinguish himself yet again, this
time he was to receive the Bar to his Distinguished Conduct Medal for
Great Gallantry in front of Gouzecourt on 27th September. Alone, he reconnoitred
and then led up the bearer squads and got the wounded away. Again on the 29th
though knocked down and wounded by a shell he carried a man in spite of shelling
and machine gun fire to a place of safety, after which he collapsed.
Shortly after his return from hospital Wilfred Brooke was promoted to Acting Warrant
Officer Class One and was back in action and subsequently gassed and was
admitted to hospital.
During the war Wilfred Brooke had been shot in the leg and shoulder, struck in the
chest by a shell fragment and gassed. Every time he returned to his unit when he

could have gone for an easy job behind the lines or even back home. Eventually the
strain of war time service took its toll and he succumbed to his previous wounds and
was to spend the next four months in hospital.
Wilfred was classed as unfit for further service in 1919 and discharged in receipt of a
full medical pension. In February 1920 Wilfred was reassessed by a medical board
and was granted another six months pension but on 26th July 1920 Wilfred Brooke
died of his wounds at home with his family. It is not known why he was buried in an
unmarked grave however he left behind a widow with two children and can only
assume that they could not afford a headstone.
95 years after his death and 100 years since Wilfred went overseas he finally has a
Commonwealth War Graves Commission headstone and the recognition that he truly
deserves as the most decorated Soldier of the Royal Army Medical Corps during the
Great War.
I want to personally thank Bob for, taking on my challenge and carrying out his
amazing work to complete this fantastic project.
But not only that, Bob also drove the project to raise £18k to fund the production of a
frieze of the history of the 208 (L) Fd Hosp from WW1 to Afghan, another amazing
job. This now takes pride of place in the Unit's Education and Resource Centre
alongside some other great items such a Chavasse's Sword and Letters.
Once again, thanks Bob, great work, you certainly achieved the mission!
On behalf of the readers of the RAMC Reunited Newsletter thank you Bob for
carrying out the research on an amazing Veteran and for Andy Game for posting
such an historic account on Staff Sergeant Wilfred Brooke which could have lain
buried in the mist of time.

Forgotten war hero Wilfred Brooke receives a proper headstone after 95 years in unmarked grave in Wallasey
Cemetery, Wirral. The last post is played after the headstone was unveiled by Brigadier Peter Fabricius (centre).

Forgotten war hero Wilfred Brooke receive proper headstone.

FRIENDS OF MILLBANK
From the Chairman Monday, 27 November 2017 News Letter
Dear Members,
The lecture given on Friday 24 November 2017 by Brigadier Tim Hodgetts
presenting Innovating at Pace was a riveting exciting and passionately presented
lecture. He took the audience on a journey of emergency medicine over the last
three decades. Highlighted by the experience gained in Kosovo, Iraq and
Afghanistan and treating Ebola in Sierra Leone; we have come a long way. The
standard of care given by the services under combat condition exceeds anything that
is administered in the civil society. This was said by the lecturer, it is not his
judgment but the committees that make such analysis, The Care Quality
Commission. The highlight of his lecture is the here and now he introduced the
audience to www.citizenaid.org The details are in the abstract set out below
Members are reminded that the Annual General Meeting will be held on Friday 19
January 2018. I will publish the agenda next week AND the 2018 Lecture
Programme will follow shortly.

Charities for Christmas attracting attention of Members of Friends of Millbank
First Join the Friends of the Museum of Military Medicine, formerly the Army Medical
Services contact via https://museumofmilitarymedicine.org.uk/contact-us/ for
information
Second Help the Heroes https://www.helpforheroes.org.uk/give-support/
Third see our last lectures abstract www.citizenaid.org
A very Happy Christmas to all our members
Yours
Frank
Colonel Frank Davis Chairman Friends of Millbank Tel 01483 722050 Mobile 07711
589236 frankeadavis@gmail.com

Innovation at Pace
Brigadier TJ Hodgetts CBE, PhD, MMEd, MBA, FRCP, FRCSEd, FRCEM,
FIMCRCSEd,
Medicine advances in war and these advances are historically transferred to wider
civilian healthcare during peace (or within the period of a prolonged campaign).
Recent conflicts are no different and offer examples of advances in concepts,
technology, clinical practices and organisation. The Defence Medical Services has
become highly adept at being an early adopter of new technology, particularly in
relation to improving outcomes following combat trauma. The conditions for this can
be remembered as ‘ADOPTER’ ( Agile, Decisive, Outcome focused, Politically
aware, Tolerant of risk, Empowered, and Rewarded).
Similarly, the transfer of these advances into the wider healthcare (the NHS,
charitable air ambulances, and our allies) can be seen to require a set of predictable
conditions, which can be remembered as ‘ TRANSL8’ (Transformational leadership
in the receiving organisation; Relevance to the receiving organisation; a potential
necessary Adaptation to fit the new context; Networks to spread the change
throughout the organisation; Simplicity; Life- enhancing impact for the patient; and an
understanding of the 8 steps to implement complex change).
ADOPTER and TRANSL8 are part of an overall integrated model of innovation
(Hodgetts, 2015); there are also conditions that are required to allow an internal idea
in an organisation to be taken all the way through to a new product (CREATE, where
a principal driver is the Culture for innovation), and there are always obstructions to
innovation both internally and externally to the organisation (B-OWELS, where
Bullying is a fire blanket to innovation and change).

The lecture provided a contemporary example of innovation integration, where all
aspects of this model can be understood. This has been the development of public
awareness and resilience to act effectively if caught up in a deliberate terrorist
attack. The system is called citizenAID. It takes military know-how to allow the public
to “be prepared, not scared” and to save lives through tried and tested first aid
interventions until the emergency services are available. Further information can be
found at www.citizenaid.org and by downloading the free citizenAID smart phone
app. This is a charity initiative and you can donate through the tab on the web page

LIFE AS A FRONTLINE MEDIC IN AFGHANISTAN
The UK's Medical Emergency Response Team, the MERT, flew thousands of
missions in Afghanistan, collecting casualties from the battlefield and flying them to
hospital in the back of a Chinook. They gave critical treatment that saved many lives.
A number of Youtube recordings can be viewed by going to the following link:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0EE-eFw7C_c

CAN WE ASSIST GAVIN IN HIS QUEST?
Is there anyone within the RAMC Reunited fraternity who served with John and has any
information to share with Gavin on his grandad then would you please contact him at
gavinbrooker@me.com
“Hi Michael,
I just came across your website and thought I’d contact you about my Grandad (John
Brooker). He served in the RAMC, I’m not sure of years etc., but I do know he worked on a
hospital ship; possibly Malaya. I will attach a picture of him in uniform. He was born 1928
and died in 2013. He didn’t really speak about his Army days, but I’m now curious. Any
advice about locating a history of his Army days would be much appreciated.
Regards,
Gavin”

Picture of Gavin’s grandad John Brooker

VETERANS SALUTE ADEN HEROES IN YORK
On the 29th November 1967 the British Government ordered the withdrawal of all
British Military from Aden, and therefore bringing to an end the long running forgotten
conflict with the insurgents. There were over 350 fatal Military and Civilian casualties
during the British Occupation, most remain in the British Military Cemeteries in Aden.
In addition there were hundreds who received various levels of severe injuries due to
bombings and shootings.
On Wednesday 29th November 2017 a large number of Aden Veterans paraded in
York to commemorate the 50th anniversary of the British withdrawal from Aden in
1967. The full pipe band of the 70 Squadron Air Training Corps and a number of
standard bearers led the veterans from Minster Yard past the South Transept, and
also processed down the nave at the start and close of the service. Despite the
freezing temperatures and icy rain, hundreds of proud relatives, locals and tourists
lined the route of the parade. The parade got underway at about 13:.30 and was
followed by a service at the Minster.
The sermon was led by Reverend Canon Dr Simon Cox, who lamented the fact that
the Aden Emergency, which resulted in the end of British colonisation, was still a
largely forgotten conflict that few people had heard about - a sentiment echoed by
many of those in attendance.
Major Clive Candlin, the vice chairman of the Aden Veterans Association, organised
the event, and admitted that it had been a labour of love and which had been four
years in the planning. He said that around 700 people were in attendance - many of
them veterans of the conflict - some of whom had come from far-flung places,
including Canada, France and Spain to pay their respects.
David ‘Nobby’ Garbutt who served in 24 Field Ambulance based at Falaise Camp
Little Aden, was in attendance and found himself at the front of the column directly
behind those Veterans who were in wheelchairs. He commented to one of the

veterans by his side “I have never been so far forward in a column. I am usually at
the back providing medical cover”. Other medics who attended the ceremony were
Graham ‘Spot’ Mottley, Dave Eaton plus another who Spot thought was a Sergeant
who he knew whilst serving in Aden.
The General Salute was taken by Lord Lieutenant of North Yorkshire.
The other dignitaries attending were:
Lord Mayor of York
The Sheriff of York
The General Officer Commanding UK Division York
The Garrison Commander York Garrison
A Senior Royal Navy Officer
A Senior Royal Marine Officer
Senior Royal Air Force Officer

Dave ‘Nobby’ Garbutt is behind the gentleman – over his left shoulder - pushing the
wheelchair directly behind the Marine. Nobby is wearing glasses.

ABSENT BRETHERN & SISTREN
Captain (Retd) Brian Hemmerman RAMC passed away peacefully at 1700hrs on
the 13th November 20 17 at Hull Royal Infirmary, with his family by his bedside.
Brian served with 250 Med Sqn (currently aligned to 2 Med Regt) at Wenlock
Barracks in Hull for 55 years before retiring. Upon retirement, he assumed the role of
RAMC Association Chairman in Hull for 5 years, as well as the Officers’ Mess PEC. I
Those who knew Brian all shared accounts of his commitment to the RAMC, his
dedication towards maintaining the morale of all service personnel regardless of rank
or ToS and to the upkeep of Wenlock Barracks. “He was a loyal, highly respected,
well liked and SUPERB Officer with a distinguished career in the RAMC. He will be
sadly missed by one & all.”
David Whiteman passed away on 17th November 2017

Dave Armour passed away peacefully on 28th November 2017in Australia following
a long battle with lung cancer.
Ken Hannah has written a tribute to Dave which appended below;
“It is with great personal sadness that I have to inform you of the passing of a true
gentleman, a fine OTT and a great character, Dave Armour.
Dave’s daughter Mandy informed me this evening that Dave sadly passed away in
hospital near his home in Queensland, Australia following a six-month battle with
lung cancer.
Dave was diagnosed with type 4 lung cancer in May and following chemo and other
treatments he developed pneumonia and passed away peacefully on Tuesday (28th
November).
Dave’s funeral will be held on the 8th December 2017.
I’ve known Dave for 47 years. He was one of the best, a true gentleman and a fun
guy. His cousin was the late Don Green who many old and bold will remember.
We served together at the CMH and were both deployed to Oman in 1971 with 51
FST.

Under pressure and bombardment, he was the coolest amongst us. In one instance
when we came under attack he was sitting in a deck chair (it was a quiet day until
then). As we all dropped everything and ran for cover Dave folded up his chair and
causally walked to our dugout!
Dave was subsequently posted to BMH Singapore where he met his wife to be Kris,
an Australian army nurse serving there during the Vietnam war. They subsequently
married and he left the British Army and moved to Australian and joined the RAAMC.
Following a serious RTA on a motor cycle his injuries were such that his future in the
RAAMC was in doubt but as he was highly thought of he was allowed to remained in
their Corps and moved on to regimental duties. He attained the rank of Warrant
Officer.
Many years ago, another member of 51 FST, Dave Gault (Lab Tech), was lucky
enough to be selected for Exercise Long Look and was sent to the RAAMC base in
Townsville, Australian (Aussie Aldershot). On informing the guard who he was and
telling them that he had to report to the Orderly Sergeant. The Ord Sgt that day was
none other than his old friend Dave Armour - these two guys not only served
together but also sleep next to each other in the same barrack room at the CMH. We
do indeed live in a very small world.
Dave came over to the UK a couple of years ago and Lin and I met up with him and
Kris for lunch, the years just drifted away. The world became even smaller as Dave’s
daughter Mandy (who they were visiting at the time) lives just four miles away from
our own daughter Sarah in Suffolk - unknown to us prior to their visit.
Dave will not be forgotten and his name will be recorded on the OTT Reunited
website ‘In Memoriam’ page.
I will send Kris and family a condolence card on behalf of all at OTT Reunited and
his wider Corps family.
RIP my friend
Regards
Ken”
David MacKenzie aged 55 years who served in the RAMC passed away in
Edinburgh.
Dennis James Tilbury passed away on 21st November 2017. The funeral service
details are as follows; 12th December 13:20 hours, South Essex Crematorium,
Ockendon Road, Upminster RM14 2UY. The service is at 13:20hrs. Can all Corps
Association and any serving please be at the Crematorium at 13:00Hrs.
Linda Wickings beloved wife of Robert (Bob) passed away on 1st December 2017
following a very short bout of cancer.
Eileen Hair, beloved wife of Brian and mother passed away peacefully on Thursday
16th November 2017 at 1925 hours in Rotherham Hospice. Eileen had been battling

with Lung and Pancreatic Cancer these last few months and she passed away
peacefully with her family around her bedside.

RIP GENTLEMEN & LADIES

